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In the original paper, the function gm.; s/ defined in equation (1.11) contained
a sign error in the second term. In the original paper, equation (1.11) read











dy ‰j .y/j;i .y; x/ˆi .x/:
This should be changed to











dy ‰j .y/j;i .y; x/ˆi .x/:
(0.1)
The function gm.; s/ is a limit of
 h.1   PuKPu/
 1PuF;Pugi CRa;b(0.2)
given in formula (3.5), where we need to substitute b D  a. The term Ra;b
converges to R by Lemma 4.6. On the other hand, the term
h.1   PuKPu/
 1PuF;Pugi
converges to hPsˆ;Ps‰i from Lemma 4.7, Lemma 4.8, Lemma 4.9, and Lemma 4.10.
In the original paper, the minus sign in (0.2) was forgotten, which resulted in the
sign error in (1.11).
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